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Abstract 
This paper studies rings R graded by a G-set X such that the category of X-graded left R- 
modules, (G,X,R)-gr, is equivalent to A-mod, A a ring with 1. Examples of such rings, other 
than strongly graded rings, exist. For every infinite group G, there is a G-graded ring R such 
that (G, G, R)-gr = R-gr is equivalent to A-mod, for some A with 1, but R contains no strongly 
graded subring except R,. The final section gives connections between some properties of R and 
R, for such rings. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16W50 
0. Introduction and preliminaries 
In [14], Menini and Nastkescu found necessary and sufficient conditions for R-gr, 
the category of graded modules over a graded ring R, to be equivalent to A-mod, the 
category of modules over a ring A with 1. In this paper, we answer the same question 
for (G,X, R)-gr, the category of X-graded left R-modules, G a group, X a G-set, R 
a G-graded ring [17]. We give several equivalent conditions for (G,X, R)-gr to be 
equivalent to a module category, including a latticeal characterization which proves to 
be very useml for the applications in the last section. Furthermore we show that with 
an extra assumption, (G,X, R)-gr is equivalent to (H, Y, RH)-gr where H is a subgroup 
of G, and Y is a finite subset of X which is an H-set. If X = G, this means that R-g 
is equivalent to RF-~, F a finite subgroup of G. 
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We show that examples of rings satisfying our conditions are not restricted to 
strongly graded rings or to finite grading groups; we prove that for every infinite 
group G, there is a G-graded ring R such that R-gr is equivalent to A-mod, A with 1, 
but R contains no strongly H-graded subring, H a subgroup of G, except R,. In fact, 
if G contains a torsion element g and F is the subgroup generated by g, we can find 
a G-graded ring R with R-g equivalent to RF-gr. 
If (G,X, R)-gr is equivalent to A-mod, A a ring with 1, we study chain conditions 
and Krull dimension of modules in (G,X, R)-gr and when all modules, or all finitely 
generated modules in (G,X, R)-gr have projective covers. For X = G, we show that 
R is graded semilocal if and only if R, is semilocal and, if R-gr is equivalent to RF- 
gr, F C G, F a finite subgroup of G, R is graded semiprimary if and only if R, is 
semiprimary. 
Throughout this paper, G will denote a group, X a right G-set, R a G-graded ring 
with 1, and we work over an underlying commutative ring k. For x E X, g E G, we 
write xg for x - g. The category (G,X, R)-gr consists of left X-graded R-modules 
M with RsMx C M,,-1 and degree-preserving R-linear maps. Note that in [ 171, X is 
a left G-set, but then X is also a right G-set via xg = g-lx and our definition of 
(G,X, R)-gr coincides with [ 171. For Y a subset of X and M E (G,X, R)-gr, My will 
denote eyEYMY, as usual. 
Let Px denote the ring (without a 1 if X is infinite) consisting of orthogonal idem- 
potents pn, x E X, with pxpz = 6,,,p,. Then G acts as a group of automorphisms of 
Px on the right by px - g = pxs, and so, since R is a right kG-comodule ring, we 
may form the right smash product R#&Px [5, Example 1.6(iii)] which we abbreviate 
to R#Px. Multiplication in R#Px is given by 
WP~K+P~) = g,Gr@~xy~v = gTGr@py. 
? =.w 
Note that for X finite this definition coincides with [17, p. 6121 and for X infinite, 
our ring R#Px is a subring of the smash product R#X of [16] in the same way that 
for X = G, R#PG [5, Example 1.6(i)] (also called R#G* in [4]) is a subring of the 
smash product R#G of [19]. If Y is any subset of X, Py will denote the subring of 
Px of idempotents py, y E Y. If Y is a finite subset of X, py will denote the sum 
C,,Y PY E px. 
1. When is (G, X, R)-gr equivalent o a category of modules? 
We consider the category (G,X, R)-gr and Iind necessary and sufficient conditions for 
this category to be equivalent to a category of modules, A-mod, A a ring with 1. First 
we note that (G,X,R)-gr is isomorphic to R#Px-Mod, the category of unital R#Px- 
modules. (Recall that a left R#Px-module M is called unital if (R#Px)M = M.) For 
X finite, this is [17, Theorem 2.131. The equivalence of (G,X, R)-gr and R#Px-Mod is 
also proved in [ 121. 
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Proposition 1.1. The category (G,X,R)-gr is isomorphic to R#Px-Mod, the category 
of unital left R#Px modules. 
Proof. Note first that R#Px is a ring with local units in the sense of [l] or [3], i.e. every 
finite subset of R#Px is contained in a subring w(R#Px)w where w = w* E R#Px. For 
ifS={r,,#p,,: i= l,..., n} is a finite set of elements in R#Px, let Z = {zEX, z = Xi 
for some i or z = Xigi’ for some i}. Then pzspz = s for all s E S. The proof now 
follows as in [4, Theorem 2.61. If M is a unital left R#Px-module, define M’ to be M 
as a k-module but with A4: = pJ4 and rm = (r#px)m for m E AI:. Since M is unital, 
M’ will be X-graded. If N E (G,X, R)-gr, then define N” to be N as a k-module and 
with unital left R#Px-module structure given by (r#pX)n = rnI. The details follow as 
in [4]. 0 
Theorem 1.2. (G,X, R)-gr is equivalent to a category of modules if and only tf there 
exists a finite subset Y of X such that 
YG = X, and (1.1) 
for any x E X, C R R, = R. (1.2) 
l/EC 
?<,_lEY 
Proof. Since R#Px has local units, by the Morita theorem [3, Theorem 2.11, it suffices 
to prove that R#Px is Morita equivalent to a ring A with 1. By [3, Proposition 3.41 this 
holds if and only if there exists an idempotent e = e2 E R#Px with (R#Px)e(R#Px) = 
R#Px and then R#Px is Morita equivalent to e(R#Px)e. Suppose such an idempotent 
e exists. Then there is an idempotent py, Y a finite subset of X, such that pye = 
epy = e. Then 
R#Px 2(R#Px)py(R#Px) >(R#Px)pr(e(R#Px)) = (R#Px)e(R#Px) = R#Px, 
so that R#Px = (R#Px)p,(R#Px) and without loss of generality we may suppose our 
idempotent is of the form py. Now 
(R#Px)prWPx) = C (R#p,)(R#Px) = c RR,#p,g. 
YEY VEY l,EG 
Therefore (R#Px)py(R#Px) = R#Px if and only if for every x E X there is a y E Y, 
g E G with yg = x, i.e. YG =X, and also 
c RR, = R. 0 
4EG 
,C-lEY 
Corollary 1.3 (Menini and Nastlsescu[l4, Theorem 2.21). (G, G, R)-gr = R-gr is equiv- 
alent to a category of modules tf and only tf there exists a finite set F C G such that 
for all t E G, 
C R,-,~R~-,~ = R,. 
f@ 
(1.3) 
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Proof. We may suppose that if f E F, f -’ E F. Condition (1.1) is satisfied for any 
subset of G. Condition (1.2) says that for any t E G, 
SO that CfEFR,-lfRf-lr = R,. Conversely if zfEFRt-~fRf-~r = R, for all t E G 
then for all s E G, R, = zfEF R,,-lfRf-~~, so that (1.2) holds. 0 
In fact, for any finite subset Y of X, the sextuple 
is a Morita context where the pairings (.,.) and [.,.I are just multiplication. Since 
[py(R#Px), (R#Px)py] = py(R#Px)py = A, the Morita context is strict if and only 
if (.,.) is onto, i.e. if and only if (R#Px)py(R#Px) = R#Px. 
The next theorem gives equivalent conditions to (1.1) and (1.2). Note that for x E X, 
M E (G&R)-gr, M, E (S,, {x},Rs,)-gr = RsX-mod where S, is the stabilizer subgroup 
of x, i.e. S, = {g E G 1 xg =x}. 
Theorem 1.4. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) The following functors are inverse equivalences of categories: 
pr (R#f’x) @R#Px - : R#P~ -Mod + A -mod, 
(R#Px)py @A - : A -mod -+ R#Px -Mod. 
(ii) (R#Px)pr(R#Px) = R#Px, i.e. Y satis$es (1.1) and (1.2). 
(iii) For any M E (G,X,R)-gr, the lattice morphism ct~ : PSP~G,X,R&M) + 
II,,y2’s,(My), deJined by a&K) = (Ky)yE y, K CM, is injective. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from a standard Morita theory argument, 
modified for rings with local units [3, Theorem 2.21. 
Next suppose that (ii) holds and M E (G,X, R)-gr. Then 
M = (R#Px)M = (R#Px)py(R#Px)M = (R#Px)pyM = RMy, 
so (ii) * (iii). 
Finally suppose (iii) holds. Recall that for x E X, the x-suspension of R, R(x), in 
(G,X, R)-gr is R with X-grading given by 
R(x)= = c Rt. 
fEG 
r=ll 
Let M = R(x) and K = RMy CM. Then a,&M) = a.&K) and so M = K. 
Since R(x) # 0, R(x), # 0 for some y E Y, i.e. there is t E G with yt = x, and this 
holds for all x E X. Thus YG = X, i.e. (1.1) holds. 
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Also 
R = C Rt = C R(x), = C (WX)~)~ = C Wx), = C RR, 
tEG ZEX ?EY YEY SEC ZEX xs-'eY 
and (1.2) holds also. 0 
For any finite subset Y of X, let HY = {h E G : Yh = Y}. HY is a subgroup 
and Y is a right HY-set. Now suppose that the following condition holds. 
If g E G and yg E Y for some y E Y, then g E H*. 
With this additional assumption 
PYWPX)PY = Yzy py(R#pz) = c R,#P, = c Rh#P, = RHY#PY, 
QEG,L.EY 
.wcy 
hEHY 
YEY 
and py(R#Px)py-mod = &Y#Py-InOd, which is isomorphic to (H’, Y,RHY)-gr. Note 
133 
of G 
(*) 
that, without (*), RHY#PY may be properly contained in A = py(R#Px)py so that 
although every left A-module is in (H’, Y, RHY )-gr, the converse need not hold. 
It is shown in [17, p.6201 that for any Y the functor TY : (GJ, R)-gr -+ (H’, Y,RHy )- 
gr defined by Ty(M) = My has a left adjoint Sy and a right adjoint Sr. The left adjoint 
Sy is defined by S’(N) = R @.RHy N with 
The right adjoint Sr is defined by Sy(N) = $xEXS~(N)x, where SY(N)~ = {f E 
HomR,,,(R,N) 1 f(Rg-lh) C Nxg-lh for all h E HY if xg-’ E Y, and f(R,) = 0 if there 
is no y E Y, g E G and h E H with s = gg’h and yg = x.} 
Theorem 1.5. Let Y CX be a jinite set satisfying (*). The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) TY is a category equivalence. 
(ii) Sy is a category equivalence. 
(iii) Sr is a category equivalence. 
(iv) (R#Px)pr(R#Px) = R#Px, i.e. (1.1) and (1.2) hold. 
(v) For any M E (G,X, R) - gr, the lattice morphism MM is an injection. 
Proof. Since (Sy, Ty) and (TY,Sy) are adjoint pairs, conditions (i)-(iii) are equiva- 
lent. But by Proposition 1.1, TY and Sy are inverse equivalences if and only if the 
fimctor from R#Px-Mod to &p#Py-mod, M -+ My and the functor from RHY#PY- 
mod to R#Px-Mod, N * R#Py @R,~#Y N are inverse equivalences. By Theorem 1.4, 
this holds if and only if (iv) holds. The equivalence of (iv) and (v) follows from 
Theorem 1.4. 0 
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Remark 1.6. (i) Note that under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1.5, (v) above 
is also equivalent to: 
: T(GXR)-gr(M) + Y(,Y YRHy)_&M~), cp,&K) = KY, is injective for all M E 
T:&R)-gi.‘FOr PM . cp~ = CC; where /?M : y(HY,KR yj_pT(M~) 
and PM is injective since Y is finite: 
-+ &Y=%+,(My)> 
PA4W) = WykY 
(ii) If X = G and Y = F is a finite subgroup of G (i.e. (*) holds), then TF : R-gr + 
R~-gr is the fimctor TF(M) = MF, and SF and SF from RF-gr to R-gr are defined by 
SF(N) = R 63~~ N and SF(N) = BxEG SF(N), where SF(N), = {f f HomRH(R,N)( 
If x E Fg, then f(R,) c N,, if t E g-‘F and f(R,) = 0 otherwise} respectively. If F 
is a singleton, we recover [lo, Theorem 2.81; also see [15, Theorem 3.21. 0 
If Y = {y} with yG =X (i.e. X is transitive), then (*) is automatic. Then, if (1.2) 
holds, by Theorem 1.5, (G,X,R)-gr is equivalent to (H’, {y}, RHY)-gr= RHY-mod. This 
generalizes [ 17, Corollaries 3.11 and 3.121 since strongly graded rings always satisfy 
(1.2). If X = G/L, L a (not necessarily normal) subgroup of G, then Y = {Le} satisfies 
(1.2) if and only if for all t E G, CmEL RR,, = R. Then (G, GIL, R)-gr is equivalent 
to RL-mod. 
2. Examples 
If X is finite, then A = R#Px is a ring with 1 and (GJ, R)-gr is equivalent to 
A-mod. However, Y = X may not be minimal with respect to satisfying (1.1) and 
(1.2). For example, let X = G = CZ x C2 = (5) x (z ) and let R = Z[i] x Z[i] with 
the G-grading given by R, = Z x Z, R, = Zi x { 0}, R, = { 0) x Zi, R,, = 0. Then it is 
easy to check that F = {e,az} satisfies (1.3), and is a minimal such set. 
For X = G, minimal sets F satisfying (1.3) may not have the same number of 
elements. For instance, let G = C2 x C2 x C2 = (0) x (7) x (y), let p,q,r be distinct 
primes and let R = Z[Ji?, fi, fi] with G-grading given by R, = Z, R, = Z&j, R, = 
Z,&,R, = Zfi,R,, = ZJpq, etc. Then F = {e, ozy} is a minimal set satisfying (1.3) 
but so is F’ = {e, cn, ay}. 
If R is strongly graded and Y is a finite subset of X with YG = X (1.1) then (1.2) 
is automatic, and (G,X,R)-gr is equivalent to pr(R#Px)pr-mod. 
If R-gr is equivalent to A-mod, then (GJ, R)-gr is also equivalent to a module 
category for any X = G/L, L any subgroup of G. For if F c G satisfies (1.3), Y = 
{Lf 1 f E F} satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). 
If X = G/L, L any subgroup of G, and if G contains a subgroup H such that RH is 
strongly graded and L contains a set of coset representatives for H, then (1.2) holds 
for Y = {Le}. For, as mentioned above, we need only check that CmELRRmf = R for 
all t E G. But for some m E L, mt = h E H, and R, = RSh-iRh for all g E G. 
If X = G, it was noted in [14], and is easy to show, that if H is a subgroup of 
G of finite index and if RH is a strongly H-graded ring, then R-gr is equivalent to a 
module category. However not all such rings R are of this type. We show next that 
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for any group G, aG-graded ring R can be constructed such that R has no strongly 
H-graded subrings RH for H # {e}, but R-gr is equivalent to a module category. If G 
is finite, one need only take a trivially graded ring R = R, and F = G. For G infinite, 
the next proposition gives the construction. 
We recall the following definitions. For R a G-graded ring and A4 E R-gr, END&V) 
G End&M) is the G-graded ring consisting of finite sums of homogeneous homomor- 
phisms f, i.e. f (A$) C M9h for all g E G, some h E G. We will also need the notions 
of weakly divides, and weakly-homogeneously divides. For M,N E R-gr, M weakly 
divides N in R-gr if A4 is isomorphic in R-gr to a direct summand of a direct sum of a 
finite number of copies of N. Following [14, 2.101, we say M weakly-homogeneously 
divides N in R-gr if for all g,h E G, M(g) weakly divides N(gh) in R-gr, where M(g) 
is the usual g-suspension of M. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G be any injnite group. Then there is a G-graded ring R such 
that R-gr is equivalent o a category of modules and the subgroup T = {g E G : 
R,R,-I = R,-IR, = R,} = {e}. 
Proof. Suppose first that there exists g E G of infinite order. Let A be a ring with 
two simple left modules, Si and &, which are not isomorphic. For x, y E G, define 
x to be equivalent to y if x E yC where C is the subgroup (g) of G. Choose {xi : 
i E I} a system of representatives for the equivalence classes. Let Ei = {xig2m : i E 
I,m E Z} - {e}, E2 = {xig2m+1 : i E I,m E Z} - {e}. Then G is the disjoint union 
El U E2 U {e}. Let A have trivial G-grading, i.e. A = A,, and consider the graded A- 
module A4 = eLEG Mh where A4, = Si @ S2, Mh = Si for h E Ei. Let R = ENDA( 
By [18, 1.5.11, RhRh-l = R, implies M weakly divides M(h) in A-gr. But this implies 
that M, weakly divides & in &-mod (=A-mod) so that h = e. Thus we have proved 
that 
{h E G : R&-l = &-I&, = R,) = {e}. 
To see that R-gr is equivalent to a category of modules, we use [14, 2.121 to show 
that F = {e,g} satisfies (1.3). We must show that M weakly-homogeneously divides 
M(e) @M(g) in R-gr. But, since for any t E G, t and tg cannot both lie in either El 
or E2, S1 @ & is a direct summand of Mt @ Mtg, and the statement follows. 
If G contains no element of infinite order, let g be an element of order n > 1. 
Let A be a ring with n nonisomorphic simple A-modules, &, . . . , S,,. Again define an 
equivalence relation by defining x to be equivalent to y if x E yC, C = (g). Let xi be 
a set of coset representatives, and let E, = {xig’ : i E I} - {e}, p = 1,2,. . . , n. As 
before, G is the disjoint union of the E, and {e}. Let A have trivial grading, A = A,, 
and let A4 E A-gr be defined by M, = Si $ . . . 6E S,,, and Mh = S, if h E E,. Let 
R = END(M). The same argument as in the first case shows that {h E G : RhRh-t = 
Rh-1Rh = R,} = {e}, and that F = {e,g,. . . ,gnA1} satisfies (1.3). One need only 
observe that for any t E G, either one of t, tg,. . . , tg”-’ is e or each lies in a different 
subset E, of G. 0 
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3. Applications 
Throughout this section we assume that (G,X, R)-gr is equivalent to A-mod where 
A denotes pr(R#Px)py, a finite subset of X satisfying (1.1) and (1.2). First we study 
chain conditions and Krull dimension for modules in (G,X,R)-gr and Rs, -mod, where 
S, is the stabilizer subgroup of y, as in Section 1. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M E (G,X,R)-gr. 
(i) A4 is noetherian (artinian) in (G,X,R)-gr tf and only tf M, is noetherian 
(artinian) in Rs,-mod for all y E Y. 
(ii) M has Krull dimension in (G,X, R)-gr tf and only tf My has Krull dimension in 
Rs?-mod for all y E Y. Moreover, in this case, K. dirn(o,xR)-,,(M) = supyEy K. 
dimR,,, (My ). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4, the lattice morphism a~ from ~(G,x,R)-~~(M) to 
n~,~yzR,(My) is injective. Also for all y E Y, the lattice morphism By : yt$(My) 
+ _5C(a,x,~)-,(M) defined by By(N) = RN is injective, since if RN = RN’, then 
(RN), = (RN’),. But 
(RN), = C R,N = Rs,N =N, 
llEG 
yq-I=,. 
and (RN’), = N’. 
Now the proof of (i) is straightforward and (ii) follows from these facts from [ 131. 
Namely, if cp : A + B is an injective morphism of ordered sets and B has Krull 
dimension, then so does A and K. dim A < K. dim B. Also if Al,. . . , A,, are ordered sets 
with Krull dimension then Al X. . . x A, has Krull dimension and K.dim(At x. . . x A,) = 
supi K . dim Ai. 0 
Corollary 3.2. If X = G, then M is noetherian (artinian, has Krull dimension) in 
R-gr if and only tf My is noetherian (artinian, has Krull dimension) in R,-mod for 
all y E Y. 
Theorem 3.3. Every object (Jinite object) in (G,X, R)-gr has a projective cover if and 
only if Rs, is a left perfect (semiperfect) ring for all y E Y. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4, every object (finite object) in (G,X, R)-gr has a projective 
cover if and only if this property holds for A-mod as well. Since finite objects in A-mod 
are the finitely generated modules [20, Proposition 4.1.31, every object (finite object) 
in (G,X, R)-gr has a projective cover if and only if A is left perfect (semiperfect). 
But by [2, Proposition 28.1 l] ([2, Corollary 27.7]), since py = C,,y p,,, py ortho- 
gonal idempotents, A is left perfect (semiperfect) if and only if pyAp, is for all y E Y. 
But p,Ap, = Rs,#py %’ Rs, as rings. q 
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Remark 3.4. (i) If the Rs,. above all have finite support as SY-graded rings, then every 
object in (G,X,R)-gr has a projective cover if and only if R, is left perfect. For then 
by [6, Theorem 1.41, Rs,. is left perfect iff R, is. 
(ii) For X = G then it is shown in [l l] that R is graded semiperfect (i.e. every 
finite object in R-gr has a projective cover) if and only if R, is semiperfect without 
the condition that R-gr be equivalent to A-mod. 
(iii) If X = G and R-gr is equivalent to A-mod, then Theorem 3.3 says that R is 
graded left perfect (i.e. every graded R-module has a projective cover) if and only 
if R, is left perfect. Here the hypothesis that R-gr be equivalent to A-mod cannot be 
dropped [6, Remark 1.3(ii)]. 
Now we restrict further to the case X = G, i.e. we discuss (G, G, R)-gr = R-gr when 
R-gr is equivalent to A-mod = pF(R#PG)pF-mod, F a finite subset of G satisfying 
(1.3). We assume also that if f E F, f -l E F, but F need not be a subgroup of G. 
We denote the graded Jacobson radical (see, for example, [S, p. 2501) of the G- 
graded ring by JG(R). We say that R is graded semilocal if R/JG(R) is graded artinian. 
Theorem 3.5. R is graded semilocal if and only if R, is semilocal. 
Proof. Let S = R/Jc(R); then if S is graded artinian, S, = (R/JG(R))~ = R,/(JG(R) n 
R,) = R,/J(R,) is artinian. Conversely if S, is artinian, then by [9, Theorem 1.41, S, 
is a finitely generated left and right &module for all f E F. But then Corollary 3.2 
implies R/JG(R) is graded artinian. q 
For F any subset of G, we say the grading on R is F-nondegenerate if for all r # 0 
in RF, (rRF)e # 0 and (RFr), # 0. Equivalently [S, p.2451, for all 0 # rf E Rf, all 
f E F, rfRf_1 # 0 and Rf-lrf # 0. 
Proposition 3.6. R has nondegenerate grading if and only if the grading on R is 
F-nondegenerate. 
Proof. If R has nondegenerate grading, clearly the grading on R is also F-nondegenerate. 
Suppose the grading on R is F-nondegenerate and let 0 # rs E R,. Since 1 E 
CfEFRYfRf-lS-l there is an f E F, s E Rf-~s-~ such that 0 # srs E Rf-l. Then 
there is a t E Rf with (ts)r, # 0. But ts E R,-I. 0 
We now assume that the finite subset F satisfying (1.3) is a subgroup of G, i.e. (*) 
holds. Then (G, G, R)-gr = R-Q is equivalent to (F, F, RF)-gr = RF-@. 
Remark 3.7. Let B(A) denote the prime radical of a ring A and BG(R) the graded 
prime radical of a G-graded ring R. From Proposition 3.6, [S; 7, 3.41, it is immediate 
that the following are equivalent: 
(1) B(R#PG) = 0. 
(2) B(RF#PF) = 0 = IIF( i.e. RF is graded semiprime. 
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(3) R, is semiprime and RF has nondegenerate grading. 
(4) R, is semiprime and R has nondegenerate grading. 
Any of these conditions implies that &(R) = 0 but [7, Example 3.31 shows that the 
reverse implication does not hold. •i 
We say that R is graded semiprimary if R is graded semilocal and JG(R) is nilpotent. 
Theorem 3.8. For R, G,F as above, R is graded semiprimary if and only if R, is 
semiprimary. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, it remains only to show that JG(R) is nilpotent if and only if 
J(R,) is. By [6, Lemma 1.11, J(R,) = JF(RF)~IR~ is nilpotent if and only if J_F(RF) is. 
Now by the same argument as in [4], JG(R) n RF = JF(RF) since PF(J(R#PG))PF = 
J(RF#PF) = JF(RF)#PF and also PF(J(R#PG))PF = PF(JG(R)#PF) = (JG(R) II 
RF)#PF. Thus if JG(R) is nilpotent, so is JF(RF). Now for any graded left ideal Z of 
R, Z, = R,Zg = c fEF R,f-~Rfg-~Zg CRZF so that Z ~RZF and thus Z = RZ,. Similarly 
for K a graded right ideal of R, K = KFR. In particular, JG(R) = RJF(RF) = JF(RF)R. 
Thus (JG(R))” = R(JF(RF))“R so that if JF(R,v) is nilpotent so is JG(R). 0 
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